Charles River Esplanade by Dober, Richard (, ), author
{see drawing and diagram in PDF of original, text is as follows} 
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Mass Gen. Hospital defines one end of the area 
 
The Longfellow Bridge is a strong secondary edge 
 
the Hill forms a strong center 
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 A {circled} Movement along the river-road. 
   against the brown – red – green – background 
 
  this movement string by accented this way  
 very weak at rt. angles, even at BRIDGES 
 
 
  sense of motion along the water, boats. 
 
 motion not as individual cars, but as 
 streaks of light – from along the edge. 
Functional Aspects        3 {circled}  
 
I. {see diagram in PDF of original}  as a street 
 
II. {see diagram in PDF of original}  as a green area 
 
III. {see diagram in PDF of original}  as a play, cultural area 
 
IV. {see diagram in PDF of original}  as water 
 
V  {see diagram in PDF of original}  as a boundary of the city 
 
VI {see diagram in PDF of original}  as one side of Beacon Hill 
 
VII {see diagram in PDF of original}  as part of a park system 
 
VIII {see diagram in PDF of original} as part of a highway system 
